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"in a writing unexpected"l

7. In(tro)duction -
the impossibility of meaning

indu'ction n. f. induction or inducing; (arch.) preamble, prologue, introduction; bringing ol by
artificial means. 2. production (o/ facti) to prove general statemen! inferring of general law from
particular instances'(ct. deduction)... 3. bringrng about of electric or magnetic state in a body by

proximity ( without contact) of electrified or magnetized body; production of electric current in
conductor by change of magnetic field. z

Welcome to my hysterical body, this text. Enter at any point.
This paper is an orgiastic meditative reflection on passion and the unspeakable,,Presented

as a delirious t&t. Concernld with the impossibility of ever pinning ideas, meanings and language

down to one point and the subsequent desire to escape meaning, into a pure gesture exploring texture,

rhythm and fbrm, I will be exploring a Process of writing such that the text creates a sPace around
itself. Mute in one sense, yet still inscribed with personal loading and cultural codes. Through this
process I aim to create a psychic sPace amongst the constant chatter of ideas, things and images; to
open up a space for silence to enter.

I will start by offering a dose of passion and delirium, "I have gone marking the atlas of
your body.." explores the interplay between theory and life at a raw and personal proximity, 81vi1q
i s"ns" of whatl mean by'the unspeakable'. I am conscious that the links between elements which I
perceive may not be explicit to a different reader and readings.

"semiotics of the delirious" is interspersed with my own writing, a resPonse to the work I
am creating as it unfolds. In order to provide a framing structure for the reader to orient themselves

to the text it elaborates more particularly what I mean by the 'delirious texf, referencing
Benjamin's "Arcades Projecf', Barthes "A Lovers Discourse", and the languages of schizophrenia
discussed by Louis Sass in "Madness And Modernism"' The notion of Foucalt's delirious syntax of
madness, and the destructive character of Walter Benjamin also informs this writing' The notion
that any act of creativity is also an act of destructiorL as it erases traces of what came before, the

' destructive character is always at crossroads, finding ways through the rubble. The act of creating
is never simple, for every word that is chosen, every other possible word is wiped out.

Following is the "lnstructions for Installation" a work designed to-be installed in my
absence. The text explores notions of absence and wanderin& and the mapping of an interior space

onto the worl4 inscribing my presence through the agency of a subject who is also partly the object
of the discourse, and of my mis-placed, mis-construed, mis-read, missed desire.

"Oceans of Miscommunication" details my experience stemming from this piece, elaborating
on the hyper-personal concems and reaction unfolding in an ongoing directionless discoursg with
theoretical grounding. Through the invention of a language symbols, beyond meaninp I am
exploring possibilities for allowing the human to enter my work. So that it is not devoid of passion,
reiponsibility, desire or uncertainty - but these are all code4 framed in shifting and non-
transparent forms and codes, that invite readings but refuse dosure, finality or certainty - proffering
themselves as the subconscious links that spark across worlds, to set ideas going in wayward
bizarre circles/ cycles.

'Translating the Voice of the Divine" is a piece relating to the transmission of divine
voices, an integral part of the delirious syntax; the experience of the sublimg the mystig with the
unspeakable, the presence of god or pure being. This takes place through an earlier work, recording
the cables of the Glebe Island Bridge. Accessing the resonances of one's self, in souf voice, expression
in daily life and relationships, as well as touching it in the worl4 setting off reactions, harmonies.

'Technologies of Disappeatance" examines the desire to escape the bounds of flesh and
body through tectrnology. A machine utopia of electronic ecstasy, dealing with questions this raises
for passion, desire, intimacy, transparency of the self and readings of the codes we assign to our
selves and others.

In condusion,I will show the impossibility of ever achieving final meaning or dosure.

1 See Appendix I "Clancy of the Overflow.'
2 The Ausualian Concise Oxford Dictionary Ed:Tumer.G.W Seventh Edition Ed:Sykes,I.B Melboume
Oxford Univenity Press 1987 p546
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2. lhave gone marki*g the atlas of your body ^.

excaootions fr* the dark interior

Rornance. noun €r verb 3.
Prose or rarely verse tale with
scenes and incidents remote
from everyday life, class sf
lite rature consisting of such
tales, sets of facts, episode
suggesting such tales ry its
strangeness or emotional
effed, atmosphere
characterizing such tales,
mental te ndenry to be
influenced by it, sympathstic
imaginativeness.

You peeled effortlessly
benerth my fingers.
uncover you there is a
sweetness lst
body. I
maelstrom rts strange
intense power.

Hysteria is charactenzed by a

specific style
feelings and

thoughts.l

of exp

When I touched her she
apart in my hands. Tiny
jelly baby glowing
colours. In my
every/one is brutal.

My lover tells me stories. Her
words cwt ry world to shreds,
thfft fuirt themselves around
my heart and wring owt all its
rotten, *eined and slimy
juices.

I love the way you touch my
body so curious, its like I feel
myself through your hands
and that enthralls me.

This caress would begin at a

distance. Tact informs the
is sense sf and

th reshold

Hysterics aYe

expressiveo
seductive and
inappropriate
ermotlon.

The entire female body
riddled with obscure
strangely direct paths
qympathy,
immediate
itself.

qt losing
do it with style,

abandon. Total
dedicqtion to oblivion.

From
organic

of its

encloses

entrails

serpent
bones

Ttat
that e

a necessary
irradiation of our
that overflows the
the body.

E you, I have
for any other. My

body is inscribed with a
thousand unwritten stories
glances ccrr6s6.

Without paralysis or violence,
the lovers rryould beckon to
each other, at first from atar.

Fantastic i m probabie floqti ng.
My body imprinted with coils
of energy ready to spring. I'm
slow and dreamy and you're
hard and fast and wild.

don't know what you mean
pure pleasure, pleasure's

filthy as far as i can

goes black and
swnng that burns
I'rn 'being slowly

the core
ugly mess

rips open
rough city

down all

ffithe deluge,
the wreckage of body
its wake, it throbs with

3 Munster.A Kink Wcked Women
Sydney 1993 *Listen Love" p29

4 opit *Safe Sex Sucks" p27

but
sf

it is

no room

one

flamboyant,
superficially
prone to

outbursts sf

As though I carry a lens in my
heart, thqt magnifies the
eccent,ricities of all I mest, to
be projected in my living flesh
until I dissolve under the
insurmountable beauty of
human life duire.

Cognitively, thq process
events in a global and
i*pressionistic manner, paying
little attention to detail.

of us mental derangemenl.+

wringing my bones
is jelly, my

legs are glue. I could lose
myself in you. Rose-tinted
memory glasses.

1 Foucalt.M Madness & Civilisation
* Aspects of Madness "
Trans:Howard$ Random House NY
1 988 p154

2 lrre*y. L An Ethics of Sexual

Differnce Trans: Burke & Gill Ithaca
Uni hess NY 1984 'The Fecundity of
the Caress " p 19 1
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3. Semiotics of the delirious -
notes to delirium

deli'ritrm a. disordered state of mind/mine with incoherent speech, hallucinations, and
frenzied excitemenf great excitement, ecstasy.
deli'rious a. affeded with delirium, tempoiarily or apparently mad, raving; wildly
excited, ecstatic.

What is a delirious text? It is a 
-text- 9f p"." joy, of imagination and folly. The play of

Ianguage and ideas fgainst one another, that follows its own intern"al logic, not neceisarily,'"*iUt"
to classical reason. The delirious text is a bricolage, a construction of fra[ments and ruins, that lead
rn many directions, converge, move outwards igain, they have multiile points of reference and
layering. In his Arcades Project, Walter Benjamii invents a map of the de'lirious text, one where
'there is no secret architecture or definitive plan ... it is open-enied and fragmentary, constantly a
rvork in grogresst . The delirious.language Foucalt 

".rgg"rt", 
js the primarf shapinf and defining

force of dassical madne-ss. The delirioug *.t* of madn"eis and passion mi#cs a l,ogii more rationj
than.lational thought, but applied to ludicrous ideas, using empty gestures andlts own style of
manifestation in the body and soul.2 ,, . The-stratjgy of lr-*tap"si"{theory literature and poetic
fictions to become delirious as explored by Roland Birthes'in ,,A Lorr6r. Discourse,, and Marglerite
Yourcena/s "Fires" are sig,nposts towards the ecstasy of delirium in theory and practice

. Moving between absence 
1nd pr9-se.ngl inscribing myself on the world ihrough a myriad of

practices, resisting the one code that will define_ my being to any casual observer€ . the process of
making work invokes in me 3 pie-rciry, prickly self-h-atred oozing through the cracks in self_
defence. Leaping inside the void of the between wtro t am what t actlally g"f do.r" and how I live
and.imagine, until I am swallowed up inside it. Learning the texture, tastg sounds, breath, of the
void until the fear evaporates. Not to erase the ur.rr""ur"r! from existence, to rid oneself of useless
gestures and impure motiveq but to read life as a constant flow of unimaginable chaos, dissolving
into Eros, marking out patterns and boundaries only to watch them shift and swirl beneath the
hungry gaze 9t Ty opaqug self.r The delirious text asi write it is a montage of theoretical moments
and personal reflection, the energy-mgvi1q through the two in such u iuy that they ignite each
other, allowing cross.readings and hybrid fe*ilizalions to occur. The text is alive wiih Jensuality,
desire in an erotics of language and expression.

"Desocialization, the failure to monitor ofle,s speech in accordance with social
r.equirements.of conoersation.... schizophrenics oftrl fail to proride clear transitions in mwing fiom
lol.ic to topic,...... their language- ffiay a-lso sound ietegraphic, as if a great deal of meaninlg'utere
being condensed into words or phrasis that remain obsZur'e because'the ipeaker does not pror"id, th,
backgraund mtd sense of context the listener needs to und.erstanil.s ,,

In this work, I am explorirg various manifestations of delirium, through passion,
transmission of soufld, and technology . The sensation of an experience beyond the realm of what is
knowable continues to fascinate me, passio& love, desire, ecstasy and the slippages between these
states and our actions in the ordinary world creates a Eap, frustration of self I am split in two.

Making
learning not to

places dedicated to the sacred unfoldi.g of poetic reveries and unspeakable desires,
live these through the goss;uner veil of theory and the valve of my artsafety

practice, which frames my actions within a context that allows my hysterical delirious art making
process to occur; without being locked up or suicidal Learning to live outside the bounds of what is'a-llowable' social and framework, to not hide my intentions beneath layers of code,
1 Benjamin Philosophy. Aesthetics. History Ed: Smith.G Siebunh.R *Benjamin the Scrivener' Uni of Chicago kess
Chicago 1989 p24.
: Foucalt, M. Madness and Civilization - A History of Insanitv in the Age of Reason p97 *passion and Delirium, "The
codl' and the traces it conceals, the soul and &e images it perceives *" h* no more than stages in the syntax of
delirious language."

lHarawaV.D Simians, CYborgs and Women p176 "A Cyborg Manifesro. "Writing is preeminently the technology of
C1'borgs, etched surfaces of the late 2OthC. Cyborg politics is the struggle for hnluage and the struggle against perfect
:ornmunication, against the one code that translates al1 meaning perfectly, the cenEal dogma of phaliogocentrism.-: See .{ppendix II To op€n a space for silence to ent€r - "The Girl Who Only Had Ideas.
-t SassI \ladness and Modernism Haward Uni press Mass1992 "Aspects of Madness - I-anguages of lnwardness - p 177
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rarefied gesture and fantastical imaginings. I was looking for the links into madness and reverie,
but having set foot on that path, the wind has blown the drawbridge away and I can't return to my
previous state. Above all abstractions, all ideals, all theories and quotes and proofs of consistency,
of research is the desire of learning to become the person who dreams I am. How to live with
courage through the bitter taste of my own incompleteness/ my desire, my longing, my wanting and
stay with the tensions of frustration and inabilities. Resisting the urge to come to a condusior;
resolution or overcome these ruptures, rather finding the courage to enter them fullye .

"ln glossomania, for instance, the flotn of speech will be channeled largely by acoustic

qualities, or by irreleoont semantic connotations of one's tnords.... they will become mnare of a lmge

number of potential but normally irrelmant, meanings of wmds. Schizophrenics often seem

hypersensitioe to the polysemous nature of language, as a result, they may be prone to making puns,

or, in listening and rcading, to feel ozterwhelmed by the plethora of possible meanings.T "

I love words with as much desire as I love passion. I taste you in my mouth as speech rolls
over my tongue, the inability to choose which words to say with you. The passion I feel tears me
apart, sends me into a state of perpetual rawness. Prolonged focus on this area of my Psyche leaves

me melancholy and drained. I walk out on the street, and find myself imagining the razor slicing
the pale skin of my wrists, the blood swelling and overflowing into water.I see my body, life ebbing
away in a slow steady stream, my face whitening as I slump forwards into the swirling deep red
bath. As my mouth fills with the rusty taste of fresh bloo4 I feel the sweet release, slipping away
into an imaginary other world of peace and succour. Longing to erase the weight of this intolerable

universe.S It is these fringes of consciousness that are provoked in me by the delirious language I am
tryrng to writg the unfathomable depths of my resPonse to people, life, love. I don't know how to
find balance. Where does theory end and life begin? Can one ever live between the two- or will this
vast reservoir of anguished hopeless passion taunt me as long as I am conscious? I find it impossible
to force life down into the requirements of academic theoretical boxes; it leaks out the sides, pours
through cracks, unsticks solid surfaces in a durying xray of spectacular pyrotechnic gyrations'
Tearing apart boundaries between the imaginary mythic realm and the real, proper work I am
expected to achieve, I cannot circumcise my Anima so cruelly and wantonly to perform the charade

that is expected of me.

'A particular form of lingubtic consciousness, expanding as it incites afl unchecked

proliferation of associations from the traces of each part, leading to cognitiae slippage; a fluid and

speculatioe mode of perception, disengaged from conaentisnal cantext of practical real$; Att

autononrous oaerassemblage of meaningss ."

Why am I so driven to keep picking at this scab, as soon as it heals over, the itch starts, pry
away a corner, the joy of tearing off- the half-healed dead skin cells.. Pour salt in and watch the
psydrotic neuroses begin all over again. I don't even need an object, or subject, any randomly chosen
living human will send me careering back into my abyss. Maybe it is the steep dive into anguish
that I really love, the sensation of falling falling falling into ever blacker pits. I can't seem to stop
myself. See a void step right on up, look over the edge, slide one foot towards it and I'm off. Again.
At least it doesn't hurt anyone but myself. But it tears me to shreds. Duily, hourly. Moment by
moment I am scoured raw by the latest desire. I never seem to learn from the last ones.

There is no final pronouncement. I have no smooth transition from general to specific, from
esoteric to pragmatic, from banal to divine, from sublime to ridicrrlous; except as universal cosmic
dance to personal daily torture. As for contexf I could clothe myself in infinite varieties of theories
and culture-making identikit practices and theoretical manifesto(e)s - yet I choose to remain naked
vulnerable, unsupported - I cannot wear the Emperors dothes.

6 Irig"ry,L This Sex Which is Not One trans Gill,G.C. p 213'we have so many voices to invent in order to express all
of us everywherc, even in our gaps,. We can never complete the circuit, explort our periphery, we have so many
dimensions."
7 Sass,L Madness and Mqdernism Haward Uni hess Masst992 "Aspects of Madness - Languages of Inwardness" p 178

8 BorgesJorge l,ouis The Book Of Sand'81 Suicida" Trans: Reid.A Penguin UK 1979 See Appendix III
9 Sass,L op cit Referring to Denida p2(X
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5. Oceans of Miscommunicatiofi -
between the lips and the aoice,

something goes dying

"Between the lips and the voice somethirg goes dying.
Somethirg with the wings of a bird, somethi.g of anguish
and oblivion."l

I have tried to make things happen this year. I wrote a love letter, a confessional. Admittedly
obscured by a transparent theoretical disguise, it dealt specifically in both imagery and intent, form and
content and context, with the laying out of a map from the interior, an unnEuneable discourse, finding
points of reference, unraveling making landmarks along the journey, setting out on a path that leads
nowhere, and has no key or legible code... giving my heart to the public for art. I am trying to create maps
of meaning - using string and rock markers to be followed, through an interior language which desires to be

understood. Is it futile trying to make meaning out of the strange twists of the heart, to give them shape
and follow them not only in a personal subtext but one understood, if not by *y'o$ect', then by others?

How could I hope to define myself through this text as anything legible or definite?2
The coiling strands of string are marked out along described Paths, yet open to constant

misinterpretation.3 The making of maps, in the Deleuzeian sense, always creates openings, multiple
points of entry and shifting terrains. There is nothing fixed or stable about the territory being mapped, it
is open to constant renegotiation. As are the subtexts of my lvords, woven into the pragmatic, brief notes
givng placement options for the string, a meandering discourse on loss, silence, meaning absence. The
work is concerned with the impossibility of translating the unspeakabls+ , of our interior worlds into a
mapping of passion on to the world. This echoes the writing of Luce I"igury engaged in the project of
inventing a new language with which to express 'a womans' experience/ one that is not defined by
relationship to men, or even to each other. A speech that could invoke the state of being specific to one's
self, contingent upon no interpretation or validation from outside authorities.

"To try to write looe is to confront the muck of language: that region of lrysteria where language is
both too much and too little, excessioe and impotserished."s

I thought, if I could only translate my heart into a maP for you, and give you the code, that you
would read me. Play me. I thought if I wrapped you in the veil of my esoteric words, they could permeate
your solitary world and transmit to you the poetic syntax of my reverie. I thought if I gave you the code,

you co3rld finally understand. I thought I could make you make sense of me. I thought I would intrigue you
with the layered conceptual richness and ambiguity of my text, my life, my instruction,I thought it might
help..I hoped to seduce you into my life through the ritual act of making my art - of reading my soul, with
your fingertips, of marking out my interior landscape and signing it for me. I thought you would be moved,
touched by -y strange vision. I thought you would know how I feel...
I thought...I thought.....I thought....I think too much.

Trying through this text to inscribe my desire for you, through your actions as described by my
text, yet in a truly spectacular failurg you do not read my work that way, so invoking successfully the
impossibilitv of ever translating meaning in desire. I couldn't explain any further (hadn't I already?)
1 Neruda, Pablo. 'I have gone marking.." Rom Songs of Love.. See Appendix IV
2 p"rrlOu, J. The Earof The Other, Otobiography, TrarcJerence, Trarulation. Uni of Nebraska Press 1985, p1@. "I desirc that
you translate me, that you translate the name I impose on you; and at the same time, don't translate it, you will not be able to
translate it."
3 Delueze and Guattari On the Line Semiotext(e) New York p23 " Make maps, not tracings. The map does not reproduce an
unconscious closed on itself, it constructs it The map is open, connectable in all its dimensions.. subject !o constant
modification.. it always has multiple entrances.'
4 Irig^.y,L This Sex Which is Not One hans Gill,G.C. p 213 "Let's leave definitiveness to the undecided,we don't need it. How
can I speak to you? You remain in flux, never congealing or solidiffing. What will make that cur€nt flow into words?.. we
have so many voices to invent in order to exprcss all of us everywhere, even in our gaps.. We can nwer complete the circuit,
expiore our periphery, we have so many dimensions..
5 B"rth"r, Roland. A Lovers Discourse.Trans: Howard.R Penguin London 1990 "Inexpressible l,ove - ecrirey'to write.' p10O
'To know that one does not unite for the other, to know that these things I am going to write will never cause me to be loved
b1' the one I love (the other ), to know that writing compensat€s for nothing, sublimates nothing, ttrat it is precisely there
where you are not - this is the beginning of writing."
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that I could only speak this experience in my absence, that I don't know how !o say or imagine what it is
or could be; and I don t know- what I'm saying or what I want. Even should I manage to translate some

inchoate thing into a map of interiority, it would still be read in ways I couldn't imagine by those who
venfure from outside me. It is sheer lunary even to embark on this ocean of miscommunication,
misintelpretation, sliding signals and gestures.

"Already, I carry you with me etterywhue. You are there, like my skin. With you I mn cettain of

existing bryond all appearances, all disguises, all destinations." 6

The territory I have tried to'navigate resists all definition and even in its most lucid state offers

only the most torturbus and obscure pathi towards any hope of destination. You tell me you like to hear

disiant, vague music, which never colnes any nearer. And that there is plenty of meaning and 
-emo{-on

there. I haven't been misreading after all. My mistake. I should have been content to drift along the

currents of your eternal ambiguif - well fuck you. I donlt care for your far-off fuzzy enchantment' I don't
care for your constant defernient-to infinite possibilities, I don't care for your refusal to state any position
for fear of U"ir,g trapped in it. I hate with exactly the same passion. At some point, to move or; to grow,it
is required of us tnid we risk our precious, hidden desires. I can't live with murtnurs for years' I w11t io
tasteihe music, feel it, touch it, immerse myself in it, let it wash me clean of my desire. I need to risk the

emotional honesty that I have been complicit in assisting you to avoid and face the consequences of my
illusions. While yo, are content to live in a world of endless illusion, I can not. If anything were to send me

into descent and unreason, that would be it. I have a tenuous enough grasp as it is.

"Language is a skin; I rub my tanguage against the other. lt is as if I haue words instead of fingers,
or fingers at the tip of ny words. My language trembles with desire"'7

It seemed like such a beautiful, tortured ambiguous interwoven expression of life and art and

desire... Yet as my desire for you, now elucidated in an excmciating exchange of ambiguities-after your
return, is neither iated nor expunged, it exists in a limbo of tidal waves, sweeping throug! me,-leaving m9

strung out and exhausted.. then disappearing for weeks. The attempt at lucidity has rydly robbed me of
the iritensity invoked by the strange trvisted passion which I nurtured. It has sprouted wings and flown

into the world - leaving me lighter, a little bit sad, anxious and bitter, and more alive. As though
something has been eraied leaving an intoxicating lightness colored by the ghostly limb which still
aches years later.

In the most recent wave of desire, talking to a different subject "you" in your confessional state, I
am reminded of a place in myself I haven't been for a long time; where a sense of being ancient with the
wind running thrcdgh my veins and cragry mountain boulders for bones. As I sweep the dusty corners S *I
cavernous hia*, I flnd tiuces of you aeepty embedded in the rocks, the imprint of your strong weathered
hands, an echo of raucous laughiea you have sunk so lolv so quickly. These are the moments of bliss, it is
the bands of intensity I wish to conduct, charging the current as it flows between us to create an experience

of the mythic poetic realm.

A sensation of vertigo engulfs me, as I try to scale the sheer diff face of your inability to mark out
even the slightest signpost that might lead me in any direction.S lt is only in theory that I can grasp the
implications of the infinity of directions which every word spins around itself. In practice, I crlve
something shong and solid to grasp and wrap myself into. This is constantly denied by your refusal to
leave even the slightest signposf or trace of a mark in your direction. Each word I wring from your lips is,a
fire that brands me with- iti multitude of possible intentions and implications. Nothing is ever simple
lvith you. You are grving me signs, but I don't know what they say.

6 Itigoy op cit p215-16 "Open to the inlinity of our separation, wrapped up in the intangible sensation of absence, how can

we continue to live as ourselves?'

7 Barthe., Roland op cit "Talking' p73

8 Calrrino, Italo Cosmicomics "A Sign In Space" Harvest/IIBJ Orlando, Florida 1!X8 trans: William Weaver p35 " At a
point which had to be that very point, in the place of my sign, there was a shapeless scratch, a bruised, chipped abrirsion of
space. I had lost everything: the sign, the point, the thing that caused me to be me. Space, without a sign, was once again a

chasm, ttre void, without beginning or end, nauseating, in which everything - including me - was losl"
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6. Translating the Voice of the Divin€ -
uthat will make that current fl* into words?

The wind loading was determined to A51.1.70 Part 2 in conjunction with boundary layer wind
tunnel inoestigations carried out at the lJ.niaersity of Western Ontario (LNVO), Canada. The first
bending mode of the deck occurred at a frequency of 0.298 hertz, while the first torsional rnode toak

place at 0.6A0 hertz. Together, these gaae an acceptable ratio to aooid flutter problems' Wind
tunnel tests were also performed on a L:175 scale aeroelastic model of the full bridge and its
surrounding topograplry. A oolcanic dyke, orientated approximately north-south, traoerses the

site.1

An investigation of the sonic properties of the city, as the decoding of an alternative
language, one other than the purely pragmatic and visual experience of architecture. The new
Glebe Island Bridge holds panicular fascination for the artist as a metaphor of spiritual
communication, its cables stretching upward echoing the vaulting of a church, designed to lift
the spirits of the congregation to a higher plane with the vibrations of the choir's singing. As
the receivers of a communication fixated society, subjected to a constant barrage of input,
information, sensory excitation; which seerns to leave little time or energy for actual human
connection or exchange, I believe that the messages we cannot hear, the words we cannot speak
hold the last remnants of meaning in an increasingly ctazed and chaotic era.

The city has become our temple; electronic networks our religion; the inaudible
oibrations of the bridge cables are the zsoice of the dioine.
The word of the uniaerse soaks through my cochlea into the nente centers.

I mn wired to god.

The acoustic nature of the piece refers to the basic structure of telecommunications
systems, that of the telephone lines. The cables of the bridges link the symbolic/physical
presence of our communications networks with the virnral maEix of the internet, highlighting
their abseact beauty and purity as a medium for the transmission of thought. It has resonance
beyond the technological act of translating sound waves, into the metaphoric realm of the
between, the gap that exists in the dif-ference of world and thingz. The work evolves a
language of otherworldly transference ftom the mystical to the mundane, calling forth the
voice of the bridge. A mysterious untwining and unraveling of codes and mythologies which
presences the divine in the mundane world, while denying access to the recognisable codes of
mystical experience.

'l lhat sort of existence could gioe rise to an experience of these 'foundation' neroes that are

like filaments aibrating with language, or of roys that course like arrozas of curiosity through
infinite space? The human soul is contained in the neroes of the body.. and the total mental life of a
human being rests on their excitability by external impression. The rrys are neraes themseloes,

transformations of the infinite and eternal neri)es of Gofl.3 "

This is the first step in a project to perform a world-wide Bridge Symphony, using stay
cable bridges as the notes of a single instnrment; an acoustic lndra's Net+ .During the
performance an artist at each site is to be playing the bridge in a stnrctured improvisation
which will eventually strike the resonant ftequency of the universe. The ultimate aim is to
transcend physical being and dissolve the world by mapping the strands of the divine onto the
matrix,/web of information systems constantly flowing around us.

I Excerpt from: Roads & Traffrc Authority "NewCable-Stayed Bridge Technical Details" RTA Publication No. CRB
93.162 Jily 1993
2 HeideggeXM. Trans Hofstatder, A. Poetr.v. L,anguage. T,hought. "Building Dwelling Thinking' Harper & Row p2O2

3 Sass,L Op Cit p245'Memoirs of a Nervous Illness- 'Judge' Daniel Paul Schreber documented his psychotic illness
between 1893 -1W2, describing an otherworldly cosmos inhabited by snange beings (nerves and rays) in the most
int'luential account of a psychotic disorder ever published by a psychiatric patient.

4 Indra's pe,arl reflects all the pearls in the world yet is contained in every other pearl.
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In a constantly dissoloing, shifting and changing landscape we unfold anrseloes onto the

paths of our imaginings, construciing the ground beneath us as we step out onto it. The existential
'gaps ii existence-are translqted into acoustic Presence. On the line is the sound of the world,

humming through the cables. The inaudible manifest.

Impermanence, transience, the passion of the mundane. Divine moments in everyday
life, that which is untranslatable into concrete form, unformed and left unexpressed, these are

the moments I wish to notate, navigate, explore. Embarking on a project of inventing a new

speech, that expresses the experience of being in an 'othef language... touching on the
resonance of the bridges voice, it evokes a harmonic undercurrent of expression that is not
translatable into language, yet must be embarked upon if it would be known as 'being' in
existence.

"The unioerse continually feeds sounds into each one of its instruments, ftom atoms mtd genes

to planets and pulsars. Samd gioes order and beauty to the world. Eoery particle takes its
characteristics from the pitch arud pattern and ooertones of its particular frequencies, its singing.

All radiation, all informafion, geological and architectural structures, the human body... all are

called into being through sound.S "

The Bridge Cables operate as a cybernetic organism, machine made flesh in a voicing of
the fetishistic appropriation of the inscription of powero . It is computer engineering driven
back into the organic realm, writing itself as the will to be. Determined to be heard beyond the
chatter of quotidian speech, gossip, exchange of information, the bridge has a mind of its own.
The voice of a nascent life, coming into being, letting forth its first rumbling cries. In an act
of sentience, the sound that I have brought forth is also working on me, ushering my existence

into presences that I could not have imagined, a hybrid of extra-ordinary momens weaving in
and out of my life,-beyond my control.

"superskeletonization" - referring to the state of being higher than the oast skeleton like

suspension bridge that could be seen fr* o ftoor high up in the mental institution-7

It, too is a living, breathing organism and if the pneuma is tnrly the life'force, and the
neurological network permits the drive towards consciousness, who can refute the echoing
presencing of the machine organism as it learns to draw breath? "At times Judge Schreber
believed that he was as wide as all space, that his boundaries were co-existent with the
universe."8 The bridge itself has generated these strange slippages between political and
cultural borders, in its desire to transcend the everyday architectural and functional
concerns with which it has been laden, and soar out into the ether, singing a chorus of hymns.

Perhaps it is the reincarnated spirit of the Tacoma Narrows bridge struggling agairt to
ftee iself from the bonds of human responsibility as it did in 1940. Where, in footage from
the Museum of Modern Art Film Library, gusts of wind coming at the resonant ftequency of the
bridge built up to a velocity that caused warping, buckling and finally its spectacular
collapse.

Who am I to deny it that joy?"9

5 Berendt, J-E. The World Is Sound Nada Brahma Trans: Bredigkeit.H Destiny Books Vermont 1983 p 9G91 'The
Sound Calls" See Appendix V'Heira"
6 Haraway,D. Simians. Cyborgs and Women. "A Cybotg Manifesto". pl49 & 176"A Clborg is a cybemetic organism,

a hybrid of machine and organism. Cybotg politics is the stnrggle for language and the stnrggle against perfect
communication, against the one code that translates all meaning perfectly."

7 Sass,L op cit 'Aspects of Madness - l.anguages of Inwardness" p17? Rare use of neologism by a schizophrenic.

8 Sass,L. Op Cit p244 - 249 "Memoirs of a Nervous Illness."

9 First published in Lronardo Music Joumal 6 MIT hess Massachusetts Dec 1996
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T.Technologies of Disappearanc€ -
the aanishing essential self

Diegesis. n v.t. I
the locus of apparent
coa lesce nce f or numerous
cinematic codes, a realm of
imagi nary space and time.
Existentially bound to its
rderent.l

Do I exist? Or fs it all in my
mind. Can you read me7 Am
I culturally encodedl Do the
signs I present retain any
erternal cohesion, or is this
chaos permeable through
the transparent layers I
have constructed as my
selfT

We live in the irnaginary
world of the screen, of the
interFace and the
reduplication sf contiguity
and networks. AII our
machines are screens. We too
have become screens, and the
interactivity of men has
become the interactivity sf
screens.2

Do I exist in your mindT Or
amlonlyamyth?Alast
dying echo of the vanishing
essential self. Would you see
me if I represented my self
on celluloid; or would that
serye merely to illuminate
the cracks constantly
spinning off into the
universe. The myriad
translucent webs snapping
as the framework of my self
disi ntegrates.

In the interchange where
body and computer exchange
their peculiar traits, the body
becomes rnechanized at the
same rate as the technology is

I N-i-i" R;11. Ideologlv and the Image
Indiana Uni Press Bloom 1981 p83

2 Baudriilard, J. The Ecstasy of
Comrnunication Semiotext(e) NY 1988

made hurnan.3 Absorbed: absalved. To
dissolve in pure sensation,

Techno-fetish, the telephone invisible, instantly affected
whispers to me. It channels by all stimuli'
the voice of the divine. St
Augustine is the patron Imagine that you were born
Saint of Cyberspace. Step without a soul so now you
into the body of thrist.+ rnust create one. Pretend that

God is a television camera in

With infection the user and your pineal gland both
computer are still sep arate watchlns 1nd broadcasting
but begin to merge their you throughout all d,ernity-
identitiel, the computer And relneYnber that you
becomes organic and exhibits always become what you
the symptoms of viral p.etend to be.7

infection. Technophilia goes
one step fonvard ( or back) As the technolog;t we use to
towards a ryborg moment recreate the world in our
where user and rnachine are own image becomes
one in a whirl of pleasure and transparenl our ability to
power.S distinguish bebveen the

fantasy we have created
Intensity of communication and the 'original' experience
subject to the stranQe disintegrates'
diiortions of energy a"nd
situations in the fle{i. Technologies great aqr,eal is

Ltnrequited techno-lust. I that it allows you to get rid st
onty ?uck machines. your merlories, .t? gei-, rid sf

your minds. And in exch ange

Electronic technol oW it gives you . many other
re?resents for us tire rnemories and nla.ny other
development of an external minds, and many other selves,

netryous system. Our our televisual selves- TV is

ex?erience of 
- 

the real world about resequencing the
has become contrived. Instant human cultural code.8
sexual gratification and tele- \

communications technologies The webs that connect our
are both aspects of our memory to an experience, to
increasing obsession with the a culture, a belief, an
dissolution of time and emotion, an action, become

space.5 increaslngly longled as the
technologst that creates the

Desire: to be totallv simulation dissolves. We can
saturated in experienc6.. no longer unravel a 'real',

- 

lived experience from one we
3 Olalquiaga,C Megalooolis Uni of have received vicariously.
Minnesota kess Minn 1992
4 Penny, S TISEA Lecture Sydney L994 _
5 N"umark, Norrie. 'Diagnosing the 7 Br*rrny, Rob. 'Televisionary Oracle'
Computer User' in Art & Cyberculhrre in Mondo20o0 Fun City Megamedia San

MIA No 69 Aug 93 p80 Fran 1993 Issue No 10 p113

6 Put rson, N *Lust & Wanderlust' Afi 8 frottr, A *Codes of kivelege'
& Cyberculture MIA NO 69 Aug 93 p7 Mondo 2000 No 11 p&
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Technol oD/ is not something
that we hold outside
ourselves. It is, in fad,, the
animating spirit of our
bodies. When you're thrown
outside the technosystem,
your body is remainde red.9

The experience of
technology is hard-wired
into our brains, our
neurotrgical impulses
become the mainframe,
there is no mediation. I exist
only through technology.

Everyone lives schizophrenic-
ally today. We're all human
beings on our way to death,
oscillating between our bodies
being a pleasure chamber or a
torture chamber.

ft is possible to remap the
topography of our bodies
pleasure sites, dispersing
the intensity of sensation
usually concentrated
genitally into a myriad web
of nerye endings, in a
neurologica I rewiri ng.lo

Our telegenetica I ly engineered
hormone saturated airwaves
will cook eleven-dimensional
viral hol ogYarns directly into
your pineal glands... it's as if
your chromosomes are
having lucid drearns about
superconductors. It's as if
your nnitochondria are
tu rning into psychedelic
mushroom clouds and
radiating waves of ered.
re laxation through every
stra nd of your DNA.II

, Ib,c

- 0 S*rJ-v Stone in *The Vampire's
i.is s' at the Biennale of Ideas Sydney
I995 masrut'oate d to orgasm on the
aa-m or ner hand.

.' i Birsznr', Rob. Op Cit

7. Technologies of Disappearanc€ -
the r)anishing essential self

Virtual lovers come to me on
celluloid, seduce me through
the gaps of the film, leave
me with an unattainable
craving for the intensity of
their all enveloping
presence.

Transform your brain cells
into video cells. Manipulate
your reality. Warp your
vision. Compress the sights
and sounds of the world to
your own inner view. The

The digidandy only collects
information to flaunt it, not
to transfer it. Specific
questions prompt undesired
answers.He mock meas ured
consumption and intake of
current news and amusement
in dosages and doesn't worry
about excess or overload of
speci a listic knowledge. 1+

Can you ever reveal enough
of your self for an other to
fulty comprehendT YouT Or
what you seem to be? Or is it
only by our gaps that we
define our selves to each
other. In some form of
recagnition.

"We believe we live in the '^9"
of informatiorl'.., we also live
at a monnent sf deep
igno rance, when vital
knowledge that humans have
always possessed about who
we are tr where we live seenns

beyond our reach. An age ot
unenlightenrnent. An age sf
missing i nforrnation." 15

Each other is possessed of a
unique system of
deciphering and decoding
the signs of our selves.
Where is the original I who
in the transmission is
received in the spaces where
meaning is lost in befuveen?
Who is deciphering? Who
decidesT Am I l"gible? Can
you read me?

14 lorink, Geert The Art of Being
Informed *The Media Geshrre Of Data
Dandyism " http ://www.ctheory

Power
looms

to alter the world
in your imagination.

Let it go.12

I am left to wander vaguely
through the holtow pallid
entities of the merely
human, sliding over each
others surfaces without
leaving a mark.

The wireless body? That is the
floating body, drifting around
in the debris of technotopia:
encrypted flesh in a sea of
data. Not a body without
mernory or feelings, but the
opposite...a highly-ch arged
theoretical and political site:
remapping the galactic ernpire
of technotopia.l3

As the media incites ever
more forcible openness of
communication we have
become impermeable to
human touch, unable to
penetrate the accumulated
layers of technological
construction.

Mndo200oNo 11

13tcrottr , A and *r*in, M: Data
Trash: The Theory of the Virtual Class 15 Dery,M. Culture - F{ackins-
*The Hyper-Texied Body, Or Niezsche Srrioing and Slashing in the Emoire of
Gets A Modem' New York: St Martin's Signs Autonomedia Semitotexte New
Press, 1994 York 1988 p2 Quoting Bill McKibben
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APPENDIX I

Clancy of the Overflow

AB Paterson

I had written him a letter which I had, for want of better knowledge,
sent to where I met him down the Lachlan years ago;
He was shearing when I knew him, So I sent the letter to him,
Just on spec, addressed as follows: "Clancy of the Overflow."

And an answer came directed in a writing unexpected
(And I think the same was written with a thumbnail dipped in tar);
'Twas his shearing mate who wrote it and verbatim I will quote ic
"Clancy's gone to Queensland droving and we don't know where he are."

In my wild erratic fancy visions come to me of Clanry
Gone a-droving "down the Cooper" where the Western drovers go;
As the stock are slowly stringing Clancy rides behind them singing,
For the drovers life has pleasures that the tow'nsfolk never know.

And the bush has friends to meet him, and their kindly voices greet him
In the murrnur of the breezes and the river on its bars,
And he sees the vision splendid of the sunlit plains e\tended,
And at night the wondrous glory of the everlasting stars.

I am sitting in my dingy little office where a sting)'
Ray of sunlight su:uggles feebly down between the houses tall,
And the foetid air and gntty of the dusty, diryr citv,
Through the open window floadng, spreads its foulness over all.

fuid in place of lowing cattle, I can hear the fiendish rattle
Of the tramways and the buses making hurr)' down the streeq
And the language uninviting of the gutter children fighting
Comes fitfully and faintly through the ceaseless tramp of feet.

And the hurrying people daunt me, and their pallid faces haunt me
As they shoulder one another in their rush and nervous haste,
With the eager eyes and greedy, and their stunted forms and weedy,
For townsfolk have no time to grow, they have no time to waste.

And I somehow rather fanry that I'd like to change with Clancy,
Like to take a turn at droving where the seasons come and go,
While he faced the round eternal of the cash-book and the journal -
But I doubt he'd suit the office, Clancy of the Overflow.
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Appendix II

8. To open a space for silence to enter .\.

the girl who only had ideas

She lived in a castle,
in the highest alabaster tower,

on the peak of the North-East turrets.

Here, she could watch the currents
running in the tide,

the moon rise
before any other sAw it, and the

plaful moods
of the great-winged bats.

She is visible onl;- at night,
for the day'time harsh sunlight

obscures
the tenuous misry' vapours

rvith which she defines herself.
Her eyes glitter oddl1,,

her head is
peffnanently tilted to one side,

as if listening intentll-.

When she looks,
she sees straight through )'ou;

but ber+,arel
If you stare, for even a moment,

into her e)'es,
you ma)' become ensnared
in her twisting sinuous

tangle of thoughts,
and nrrn not to stone;

but rather to an
infinitel.v" fluid,

infinitely' gentle thing.

And you will slip b1- the walls
of all the castles
in the world,

and you will never be able
to remain in one positiofl,

state of mind,
idea or world view for long.

Tantalized into the flow
of constant movement,

floating, roaming
the mindways of the world,

where thoughts mingle,
sending out huge volleys

of sparks into the atmosphere.
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It is not the movement
of exhaustion however

but one that brings a soothing peace,
as in the rhythm of the tides,

trees or wind.

Not always calm,
often tempestuous,

mischievous,
sometimes grim,

sometimes tranquil,
like the constant unfolding

shifting shapes
wreathed in the clouds,
their eternal mandalas

evolving into themselves
as in different moods

they drift, scud,
scurry-, float,

scream across the sky.

And if you let ;-ourself go,
give y ourself over

entirely
to her ministrations,

she will set sh'eet balm
on your troubled brow,

she will tai.t )'our
ennul

with her mind of fire,
she will rest y'ou and feed,

clothe, bathe !'ou,
never let you wander

naked again,
cold alofle, or afraid.

But, if you resist her offhand
languorous touch,

if y'ou struggle
to elude her net,
if y'ou use force

against her enchantment;
you will suffer a million

torturous deaths,
as your mind is turned

in on itself
by great mill wheels,

iresistibly driving spikes
into your churning consciousness

trruisting your head upon
forks of poisoned lightening.

You will thrash and rail
and beg

for merc,u'-

and then
she will leave vou.

Totally and for ever.
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You will fall leaden
into the soot

of your own murky quagmire,
the cesspit of your soul.
And you will seek her,

fru itles sly.

In vain you will tear to shreds
every book, every image,

every human desire,
thought and action

to reveal the imprint
of her knowing hands.

You will wake with the desire for her
on your tongue,

her eyes boring into yours,
her name on your lips.

But y'ou knew it not.

You may- cry helplessll-
for her in your sleep,

but she is playing
in her own world,

she does not hear y'ou
she does not need )'ou.

You will scour )'ourself rarv,
peel back your la.r:ers

of civilised veneer until
y'ou are nothing

but a demented wraith,
a stray phantasm wailing
through space and time,

and still,
she shall not heed \-o11.

For she is full
and whole and eternal

and you were
ever alway's and only-
but her playthirg,

a toy for her magic rain
to s\&,eeten and oil.

She may visit you
illicitly in dreams,

or break through
your guard in moments,

of feeblemindedness
but you will ever again know

the full extent
of her love and enchantment.

And you thought idle minds
made only holes

in the productivity of y-our great nation state,
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but you are forced to realise
the hideous burden

of your cultural ravages
in the rational world.

As its boundaries collapse
you will scream in torment,

rail against life,
beg her for her merry,

for the glorious richness
of her insatiable dreams.

But she is not merciful.
And she will deny you.

You will find yourself falling
you will tramp the world

raving your lunacy,
she will see you and smile.

She has no pitv,
she has no morals,

she has no better nAlure.

And your eternal damnation
is to know her as )'ourself,

to share her qualities,
her passions, her soul,

and to be denied.

As she is denied bv vou.

To suffer vainly
in sight of )'our goal.

For you there is no redemption.

She spins the world
with the light of her ideas,

she calls existence out of the void,
she conjures joy from the pit of despair,

she feeds the fires of passion,
she eats away the years of decline and death,

she spits out the ingratitude of logic,
she feasts on flames,

and festivals
and itresponsible longings.

She carries you
from the belly of boredom

across the chasms
etched by banal generic activity,

into a searing world
of infinite possibility.

Jodi Rose L996
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Appendix III

El Suicida

Jorge Luois Borges

No quedara en la noche una estralla.
No quedara la noche.
Morire y conmigo la suma
del intolerable universo.
Borrare las piramides, las medallas,
los continentes y las caras.
Borrare la acumulacion del pasado.
Hare polvo la historiA, polvo el polvo.
Estoy mirando el ultimo poniente.
Oigo el ultimo pajaro.
Lego la nadaa nadie.

The Suicide

Not a single star will be left in the night.
The night will not be left.
I will die and, with ffi€,
the weight of the intolerable universe.
I shall erase the p1'ramids, the medallions,
the continents and faces.
I shall erase the accumulated past,
I shall make dust of history, dust of dust.
Now I am looking on the final sunset.
I am hearing the last bird.
I bequeath nothingness to no one.
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APPENDIX IV

I have gone marking..
Pablo Neruda

XIII I Have Gone Marking...

I have gone marking the atlas of your body
with crosses of fire.
My mouth lvent across : a spider, tryi.g to hide.
In you, behind you, timid, driven by thirst.

Stories to tell you on the shore of eve*i.g,
sad and gentle doll, so that you will not be sad.
A swary a tree, somethi.g far alvay and huppy.
The season of grap€s, the tip" and fruitful season.

I who lived in a harbour from rvhich I loved you.
The solitude pierced by dream and silence,
Penned ,rp between the sea and sadness.
Soundless, delirious, between hvo motionless gondoliers.

Between the lips and the voice something goes dying.
Something rvith the wings of a bird, somethi.g of anguish and

oblivion.
The way nets cannot hold rvater.
My toy doll, only a ferv drops are left trembling.
Even so, something sings in these fugrtive words.
Somethi.g sings, somethirg climbs to my ravenous mouth
Oh to be able to celebrate you rvith all the words of joy.

Sing, burn, flee, like a belfry at the hands of a madmArl.
My sad tenderness, what comes over you all at once?
When I have reached the most alvesome and the coldest summit
my heart closes like a nocturnal flolver.

Pablo Neruda
from Viente Poemas De Amor (1924)
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Appendix V

Heira

On nights like these she can hear ancient camel bells tinkling as ghostly
nomadic caravans slouch towards Tashkent. Her sandy home stretches out all
around her, curving up into the deep icy tky.A wind blows, sweeping across

Heira's numbed senses an echo of the earth's voice, as she spins wildly past her
distant dancing partners. Years ago she passed by this place with the lively
desert hibe of silk traders, who set uP camP here with characteristic speed and
efficiency. As the medicine womeln and seer of the community, she is not expected
to take part in erecting the splendid pavilions, her chief priority being to PrePare
herself for the ritual peace ceremony to calm the territorial spirit guards of the
oasis. Besides, she is remarkably dumsy, creating extra work for those who have
to untangle her from the wreckage of silken cords. The women of her hibe smile
wearily as she wanders past them into the huge waves of rolling sand dunes.

Heira's peaceful slumber is troubled by disturbing dreams which reveal to
her the unfulfilled desires that torment her nomad brothers. Self-possessed and
opulently arogant to the outsider, they have become greedy for the happings of
the wealthy and powerful with whom they trade, seeking ever greater riches and
luxuries for themselves. Heira wakes, her muscles aching from the terrifying and
vivid dreams of bloodshed and massacre staining the desert sand and refurns to
the oasis, musing on how to convince them that the desire for the good life can

bring only strife, the rich powerful Mongol warriors could never stand this
powerlust from mere gypsy merchants.

Walking back to find her peoples camp vanished, no trace even of the
bright silken cords, only desolation and emptiness. She bets out along the familiar
paths to find any sign she can, a mound of camel dung, a discarded fig hus( but the
desert has been swept clean of all evidence of human life and occupation. She

learns to survive on the crisp darting reptiles and succulent cacti offered up to her
by the desert. Gradually her hopeless despair and loneliness fade, as she visits
eadr lush oasis seeking word of her people. Relicts of the savagely diminished
caravans give her all they can spare to sustain her search. Accompanied by a band
of hybrid threadbare goats she walks for years into the win4 searching the
shapeless, shifting roads for a snatch of old son& a scrap of silk torn on thorny
desert scrub. There is nothing to find beyond her fading memories of the bright
hazy days and velvet nights filled with the passionate sensual intensity of
nomadic life.

She is old now, very old and she has created her own wisdom. The wisdom
of asps, adders, sand underfoot, sand in everything, blown into her face by the
wind. Years of travelling alone, staring along the paths of desolation have
brought her understanding. Now she is curious - what are these sounds she hears?
At first she is frightened by the vague fuzzy murmuring+ for years she ignores
them, sidesteps out of their path as they come tumbling towards her. Does she
realise they are the minds of people, others like herself? Or is it the stars, spirits
of the sand and the endless wind singing to her, showing her strange sights, subtly
recalling to her entranced senses the smells and tastes she had delighted in when
she was not alone. She is only aware of the glimmer of inexplicable things, beyond
her present and her curiosity.
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It seems she has always been here, listening to the sand whisper and the
squabbles of the wind. The desert crocuses were coming, singing to her from below
the sand. Sometimes she breathes in their life for so long that she feels the echo
of an impetuous lovels presence, rich and full against her warm body. Tonight all
that moves over her skin is the streaming sand, rubbing her smoother than old dry
parchment. All she can feel is these grains of sand awakening every point they
toudl relaxing and soothing her, softer even than her silk bed in the caravan.
She has been alone so long now the thought of another body is strange and
unfamiliar.

The last of the goats had died, leaving her at the mercy of her swirling,
senseless hearing. Gradually she becomes accustomed to the voices and begins to
listery to seek out those whose thoughts intrigue her. Heira found she was never
lonely, for she hears in the sighs of contented lovers a longing for freedom, which
has never crossed her peaceful heart.

Mul,bu she is more truly represented by a single page left blank, but no,
although she cannot read or write and her existence is marked by no-one, her
silence has opened the thoughts/voices of all creation to her - until she can stretch
her mind across the sky like a mythical bird, cover the whole earth with her
beating wings. The mystery of every being's core is revealed to her in the babble of
their voices flitting across conscious and subterranean mind. She can hear through
time to the richly clothed monad horse breeders and weavers of their rotting
silks, she can hear into silence and past space; she hears even you, over the rattle
of civilisations' deathly hum.

The Buddhist monk, kneeling above the fire wArming his sleeping pallet
occasionally grumbled to himself, but when he felt her presence looking around,
curious, he welcomed her and his entire being became crystal clear as the steps of
the mountain upon which he lived. She has become a formless, floating speck
amongst the sandy desert demons. Nine nights ago a child faraway had cried out,
cried her ncune. She has not heard her name spoken by another human voice since
the beginning of this ancient time. It takes days for her to recall her drifting body
to the sound of that tiny, determined cry, to remember how to respond to a call.

The voice draws her slowly towards it, into the city of Yhang-Zhou, on
the edge of the Gobi desert. As a girl, she never went inside the cities, the men
only entered to trade, bringing back stories of lavish feasts and endless revels to
her and her sisters in the caravans outside the city walls. Now, she knows all the
street names and recognises the people she has listened to all their lives. Without
questioning her direction she weaves her way to a noisy, smelly market place set
up in the shadow of an old monastery, now crumbling, its walls caked with dirt
and riddled with dark comers and holes. In one of these, she finds the lost
creaturg whq arms outstretched lies waiting to grasp he-r fingers and be lifted
from its dark bed in the fetid cabbagy hole.

Smiling, she strokes the baby's cheek, dimbing off the bus on to a desolate,
indiscernible track, strands of her still black hair brushing the sinewy body, she
welcomes the tiny thing to her home in the vast timeless desert. The city of
Yhang-Zhou, m,rny miles away still clangs about her head, rolling against all the
other voices with great thunderdaps.

|odi Rose 7990
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"In a writing unexpected"
transl^ating the unspeakable into delirious text
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